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Cell gap optimization and alignment eŒects in re� ective PDLC
microdisplays
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ELIS-TFCG/IMEC, Universiteit Gent, Sint-Pietersnieuwstraat 41, 9000 Gent,
Belgium

(Received 23 October 2000; in � nal form 8 February 2001; accepted 5 March 2001 )

In general this reduction of the cell gap improves the electro-optic properties of a polymer
dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) in re� ective microdisplays. At the interface between the
PDLC � lm and the silicon backplane or cover glass, the LC molecules have a diŒerent
alignment from those in the droplets in the interior of the PDLC � lm. This is shown by
microscopic observations and the temperature dependency of the brightness and capacitance
of the displays. The in� uence of this alignment eŒect increases for smaller cell gaps and has
an impact on the properties of the PDLC. During and after the � lling of the displays,
a compression and expansion of the cell gap takes place, respectively. If the curing of the
PDLC takes place before the expansion of the cell gap has stopped, transparent areas in
the PDLC � lm may occur some time after curing. This eŒect is caused by the expansion of the
cell gap after curing resulting in the vertical alignment of LC molecules. This can be concluded
from microscopic observations and from measurements of the refractive index and cell gap.

1. Introduction liquid crystal displays [5]. These characteristics favour
the use of PDLCs for direct view or personal viewerMicrodisplays are becoming an important new display
applications. Other re� ective LC technologies, for example,technology. Typical dimensions for microdisplays are
twisted nematic (TN) and super twisted nematic (STN)about 2.5 cm or smaller. The downscaling of the display
displays, have a high brightness for a small viewingsize is made possible by CMOS technology, which oŒers
angle only. They require special electrodes [6] or havethe advantages of low power consumption, high address-
diŒusing layers to improve the low brightness in theing speed and high pixel resolution [1]. The micro-
non-specular re� ection direction.displays have to operate in a re� ective mode because

CMOS technology is integrated on a silicon wafer. A
2. In� uence of the cell gap on the electro-opticre� ective pixel electrode is placed on top of the pixel

propertiestransistor [2]; this allows the displays to have a higher
The PDLC used in the experiments described inaperture ratio compared with TFT displays in which

this paper was a mixture of 20% PN393 and 80 wt%the pixel electrode is next to the pixel transistors. The
TL213 (Merck). The PDLC was cured for 180 s using atarget applications for microdisplays are projectors and
UV intensity of 12.5 mW cm Õ 2. A d.c. voltage occurs inpersonal viewers for mobile applications [3]. The com-
re� ective displays [7, 8]; this is caused by the diŒerencebination of PDLC and microdisplay technologies focuses
in the material used for the cover glass electrode, ITO,on personal viewers for mobile applications [4].
and the material used for the backplane electrode, inTo date, PDLCs have been mainly used in displays
general aluminium or an aluminium alloy [2]. Thiswith an absorber as a backplane. By using a re� ector
d.c. voltage is compensated by applying an inverse d.c.the scattering eŒect of the display is drastically increased,
voltage across the cell gap during the characterizationbecause both the backscattering and frontscattering are
of the PDLC. The experimental set-up used for there� ected to the observer. This results in high brightness
measurement of the electro-optical properties is describedfor a wide viewing angle and high contrast in a non-
in � gure 1. The cover glass of the displays used for thespecular re� ection direction. This behaviour is similar
characterization of the PDLC has an ITO electrode onto other light scattering LCDs such as polymer network
one side and an anti re� ective coating on the other. The
backplane is an aluminium electrode on glass. Figure 2
illustrates the in� uence of reducing the cell gap on the*Author for correspondence;

e-mail: � lip.bruyneel@elis.rug.ac.be switching voltages.
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1246 F. Bruyneel et al.

for a cell gap > 5 mm. For a cell gap of 3 mm, E90
increases to a value of 0.62 V mm Õ 1 ; the reason for this
increase will be explained later.

Other electro-optic properties are also in� uenced by
the reduction of the cell gap. The contrast ratio increases
as the cell gap decreases (� gure 3). The contrast ratio is
given by (Imax Õ Inoise )/(Imin Õ Inoise ) where Inoise is the
default light intensity measured by the detector without
a display in the measurement spot. For a display with a
cell gap of 3 mm the contrast ratio is 33. This is a good
result if we compare it with other re� ective displays such
as re� ective TN or STN displays [11].

Figure 1. Experimental set-up used for the measurement of The hysteresis was measured by increasing the
the electro-optic properties. rms value of a 50 Hz square wave from 0 V to V90rms

(the rms value of V90 ). The modulation frequency of
the square wave is 0.4 Hz. The absolute value of the
hysteresis DVhyst in Vrms is the diŒerence between the two
voltages for which the detected light intensity is given by
I50 5 (Imin 1 Imax )/2. The relative value of the hysteresis
is 100 Ö DVhyst/V90 . The hysteresis determines the number
of greyscales that the display is able to display [12]. A
reduction of the cell gap reduces the hysteresis (� gure 4).

The switching time, Trise , is the time needed to switch
from a scattering PDLC with intensity Imax to a trans-
parent PDLC with an intensity I90 . Tdecay is the time
needed to switch from a non-scattering PDLC with an
intensity Imin to a scattering PDLC with an intensity of

Figure 2. In� uence of the cell gap on the switching voltage:
{ 5 Vth , + 5 V90 (see text for de� nitions).

The maximum light intensity is measured when the
PDLC is scattering because the electro-optic properties
are measured in the oŒ specular re� ection direction
(� gure 1). This is diŒerent from measurements with the
detector in the specular transmission direction in the case
of transmissive displays, or with the detector in the specular
re� ection direction in the case of re� ective displays.
V90 is the voltage required to detect a light intensity of Figure 3. Contrast ratio as a function of the cell gap.
I90 5 Imin 1 0.1DI with DI 5 Imax Õ Imin . Imin is the mini-
mum detected light intensity (for a voltage of 13 Vrms )
and Imax the maximum detected light intensity (for a
voltage of 0 V). The threshold voltage, Vth , is the voltage
required to detect a light intensity of Ith 5 Imax Õ 0.1DI.
For a display with 3 mm spacers Vth 5 0.6 Vrms and
V90 5 1.9 Vrms , while for a 10 mm display Vth 5 2.1 Vrms
and V90 5 5.5 Vrms . The linear relationship between the
switching voltages, Vth and V90 , and the cell gap is in
accord with the theory that the electric alignment � elds
in PDLC � lms are constant [9]. The electric � eld
corresponding to Vth and V90 is Eth 0.22 V mm Õ 1 and
E90 0.55 V mm Õ 1, respectively, for a cell gap > 5.6 mm.
These values are smaller than for other PDLC displays

Figure 4. Hysteresis as a function of the cell gap.[10] for which Eth 0.38 V mm Õ 1 and E90 0.61 V mm Õ 1
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1247EVects of the cell gap in PDL Cs

Ith . According to theory [13],

Tdecay
2c

e0DeE2
th

(1 )

Trise
c

e0De(E2
appl Õ E2

th )
(2 )

where c is the rotational viscosity coe� cient, e0 the
permittivity of free space, De the dielectric anisotropy
and Eappl the applied electric � eld within the LC. For

Figure 6. Brightness as a function of the cell gap.the measurement of Trise , an electric � eld Eappl 5 2E90 is
applied for all values of the cell gap. Tdecay depends on
Eth , equation (1), and Eth 0.38 V mm Õ 1 for all cell gaps

scattering immediately after UV curing turns trans-(� gure 2). So it is no surprise that Trise and Tdecay do not
parent. In general, the transition from the scatteringdepend appreciably on the cell gap for cell gaps > 4 mm
state to the transparent state starts within 24 h after the(� gure 5). The switching times for a 3 mm cell gap are
curing of the PDLC; this transition is irreversible atconsiderably larger than for the 4 mm cell gap. This will
room temperature. The transparent PDLC cannot bebe discussed later.
switched to a scattering state and is therefore useless forThe values of the brightness were measured relative
displaying information. Some areas in the display areto a white standard with the measurement set-up shown
more sensitive than others to this eŒect, depending onin � gure 1. The white standard used in the measurements
the � lling method.was a Spectralon Ò Re� ectance Standard (Labsphere Ò ).

One � lling method is the droplet � lling methodThe brightness is de� ned as 100 Ö (Imax Õ Inoise )/
(DFM). In this case, the transparent areas start in the(Iwhite standard Õ Inoise ) where Iwhite standard is light intensity
middle of the short edges of the cover glass (� gure 7)of the white standard for the same illumination con-
and in time expand towards the centre of the display. Aditions as the display and Imax and Inoise have the same
droplet of PDLC is placed on the backplane of thede� nitions as for the contrast ratio. The brightness of a
display when using the DFM method. By pressing10 mm display, 57%, drops to 48% for a 4 mm display
the cover glass onto the backplane, the PDLC spreads(� gure 6). This linear dependency was also seen for
across the display and � lls the cell gap. The curing ofdisplays with cell gaps between 5 and 20 mm [10]. The
the PDLC takes place while the cover glass is pressed25% drop in brightness of a 4 mm display to 23% for
against the backplane. After curing, the display is sealeda 3 mm display is large compared with the drop in
with glue.brightness for a 10 mm to a 4 mm display. This will be

When using a vacuum � lling method (VFM), thediscussed later.
transparent regions start at the � lling opening and
expand to the opposite side of the display (� gure 8).

3. Vertical alignment of liquid crystal molecules
The scattering properties of a cured PDLC are not

always stable with time. Sometimes a PDLC that was

Figure 7. Typical growth of transparent regions in displaysFigure 5. Switching times as a function of the cell gap:
{ 5 Trise , + 5 Tdecay . � lled using the DFM method.
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1248 F. Bruyneel et al.

parallel polarizers. The scattering regions have about the
same brightness when viewed through both crossed and
parallel polarizers. In � gures 9 (a) and 9 (c) one clearly
sees the transition from a scattering PDLC ( left part of
the picture) to a transparent PDLC (right part of the
picture). In � gures 9 (b) and 9 (d) the pixel electrodes and
the via (the big black dot) connecting the pixel electrode
to the underlying pixel transistors are visible. In the
micrograph taken with crossed polarizers there are white
dots on a black background; in the pictures taken with
parallel polarizers, there are dark dots on a white
background. The concentration of these dots decreases

Figure 8. Typical growth of transparent regions in displays
on moving from a scattering region to a transparent� lled using the VFM method.
region.

These observations indicate that the transparent regionsThe monomers in the PDLC mixture are sensitive to
are caused by a vertical alignment of the LC, i.e. align-evaporation when exposed to a vacuum. By putting the
ment perpendicular to the backplane. The verticalPDLC in a syringe, the contact surface with the vacuum
alignment of the LC molecules explains why the trans-and the time the PDLC is exposed to vacuum is small.
parent regions above the Al pixel electrodes are darkThe measurements indicate that the electro-optic pro-
when using crossed polarizers and bright when usingperties of a PDLC � lled using the VFM method are not
parallel polarizers. The observed dots in the micrographsin� uenced by the vacuum.
with crossed and parallel polarizers are LC droplets inFigure 9 shows micrographs of the transparent areas
the PDLC containing LC molecules that did not alignat the edge, (a) and (c), and in the centre of the display,
vertically. These droplets still scatter the light and are(b) and (d). The display is illuminated by light passing
therefore visible in the micrographs with crossed andthrough a linear polarizer. The re� ected light is observed
parallel polarizers. The presence of the dots indicatesusing a CCD camera; an analyser is in front of the CCD
that the polymer matrix and the LC are still intact. Thiscamera. The micrographs were taken with the polarization
is con� rmed by the observation that the transparentdirection of the analyser perpendicular, i.e. crossed,
regions in the display become scattering by heating the(a) and (b), or parallel, (c) and (d ), to the polarization
PDLC to 40 ß C or higher. In addition, incident lightdirection of the polarizer. The transparent PDLC
perpendicular to the backplane of the display re� ectsregions are dark in the micrographs taken with crossed
the light perpendicular to the backplane. This re� ectedpolarizers and white in the micrographs taken with
light has an interference pattern determined by the
optical path ngapdgap [14] where dgap is the cell gap of
the display and ngap the refractive index of the material
in the cell gap. In the case in which the LC is vertically
aligned ngap 5 no where no is the ordinary refractive index
of the LC. The interference pattern is measured in a
transparent region without a voltage being applied to
the display and then with a voltage of 10 Vrms . This
voltage is su� cient to align the LC vertically. In both
cases the same optical path, ngapdgap 5 6950 nm, was
measured (� gure 10). For TL213, ngap 5 no 5 1.527 [10]
so dgap 5 4552 nm. This is an acceptable value of the cell
gap for a display with 4 mm spacers. All these experiments
indicate that the LC is vertically aligned.

The vertical alignment of the LC is caused by the
instability of the cell gap after the curing of the PDLC.
The cell gap was measured at diŒerent spots (� gure 11)
of several displays. These displays consisted of a cover
glass with an ITO layer and a silicon backplane with an
Al re� ector electrode. Silicon was chosen as backplaneFigure 9. Micrographs of the transparent regions in a PDLC
material because, based on our experience, the changeusing crossed, (a) and (b), and parallel, (c) and (d), polarizers.

The dimensions of the pixels in (b) and (d) are 80 mm Ö 80 mm. of transparent areas appearing in displays with a silicon
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1249EVects of the cell gap in PDL Cs

The positions with the biggest cell gap compression
(positions 2 and 3) correspond to the positions where

the transparent regions originate. After 30 days, the

PDLC in positions 1, 2 and 3 was transparent, while
still scattering in positions 4 and 5. This pattern of

transparent and scattering regions is similar to the one

in � gure 7. In another experiment, a mechanical pressure
was applied to compress the cell gap. As a result the

transparent areas became scattering. As soon as the mech-

anical pressure was removed the transparent regions
returned.

Figure 10. Measurement of the change in refractive index
obtained by measuring the interference pattern without

4. Discussionan applied voltage, i.e. 0 V, and with an applied voltage
4.1. In� uence of the cell gap on the electro-opticof 10 Vrms .

properties

The reduction of the cell gap has a desirable in� uence
on the switching voltage, contrast ratio and hysteresis

but not on the brightness. The cell gap has almost no

in� uence on the switching time for cell gaps > 4 mm.
The switching voltage and the switching time for cell

gaps > 4 mm seem to be in accord with theoretical
models. The contrast ratio is higher for a smaller cell

gap because the reduction of the light intensity of

the PDLC in the scattering state is smaller than for the
PDLC in the transparent state. The transparent state of

the PDLC corresponds to the dark state of the display

as measured with the set-up shown in � gure 1. The main
causes for the hysteresis are believed to be the anchoringFigure 11. The � ve positions described in table 1 at which
energy of the LC molecules at the interface with thechange in display cell gap with time was measured.
polymer matrix, defect structures in the droplets, internal
electric � elds, and so on [15]. The strong reduction of

the hysteresis for a cell gap < 4 mm is caused by a changebackplane is higher than for displays with a glass back-
in the alignment of the LC at the interface with theplane. The displays were � lled with the same PDLC
polymer matrix. This can be concluded from the follow-material and cured with the same UV parameters as in
ing observations. First, there is a large diŒerence in§ 2. Some of the displays were � lled using the DFM
brightness between 4 mm display and a 3 mm display, andmethod others using the VFM method. Measurement of
this is much larger than the diŒerence in brightnessthe cell gap [14] immediately after the curing of the
between a 10 mm and a 4 mm display. Observation of thePDLC indicated that the cell gap in some regions of
PDLC shows a uniform brightness for 10 mm displaysthe display (� gure 11) to be considerably smaller than the
(� gure 12) but this is not the case for 3 mm displays.diameter of the spacers. An example of a measurement
Bright and dark regions appear all over the PDLC in aon a display � lled using the DFM method is given in

the table. 3 mm display. Closer observation of the 3 mm PDLC

Table. Example of the change in cell gap with time, measured in a 4 mm display � lled using the DFM method.

cell gap/mm

Time after curing Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5

1 hour 3.6 3.3 3.5 3.8 3.6
12 days 3.8 3.4 3.6 3.7 3.6
30 days 3.9 3.7 3.8 3.7 3.6
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1250 F. Bruyneel et al.

Figure 12. PDLC with diŒerent cell gaps viewed between crossed and parallel polarizers.

reveals areas that are dark when viewed between crossed
polarizers and bright when viewed between parallel
polarizers. This indicates that there are areas in the 3 mm
PDLC display with little or no scattering of light.

The brightness (� gure 13) and the capacitance (� gure 14)
of the PDLC displays depends on the temperature and
the cell gap thickness. The brightness for all the cell
gaps increases as the temperature increases. The bright-
ness is more sensitive to temperature for displays with
smaller cell gaps. For a 10 mm cell gap the brightness of
the display increases by up to 7% compared with the

Figure 14. In� uence of the temperature on the capacitancebrightness at 30 ß C. For a 3 mm cell gap the maximum
of PDLC displays with diŒerent cell gaps relative to theincrease is 25%. The temperature dependent behaviour
capacitance at 30 ß C: u 5 3 mm, + 5 4 mm and _ 5 10 mmof the capacitance of the PDLC display also diŒers
cell gap.

considerably for the diŒerent cell gaps. The capacitance
of a 10 mm display is slightly reduced at 35 ß C compared
with the capacitance at 30 ß C, and increases slowly for has an abrupt reduction of the capacitance between
temperatures higher than 35 ß C. However, a 3 mm display 35 and 45 ß C. For temperatures higher than 50 ß C the

capacitance slowly increases. This is due to the temper-
ature dependency of the dielectric constant of the PDLC
� lm. Measurements of the cell gap [14] indicate that
the changes in capacitance and brightness are not caused
by a change in the cell gap.

The abrupt change in capacitance between 35 and
45 ß C for a 3mm display can be explained by a change in
the alignment of the LC molecules at the interface with
the polymer matrix [16]. The LC molecules at the inter-
face with the polymer matrix are aligned perpendicular
to the polymer matrix at 30 ß C. These LC molecules
align parallel to the polymer matrix for temperatures
higher than 45 ß C. This transition only occurs in the LC

Figure 13. In� uence of the temperature on the brightness of
droplets at the interface with the ITO and Al layer. InPDLC displays with diŒerent cell gaps relative to the
the LC droplets in the interior of the PDLC � lm thebrightness at 30 ß C: u 5 3 mm, + 5 4 mm and _ 5 10 mm

cell gap. LC molecules at the interface with the polymer matrix
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1251EVects of the cell gap in PDL Cs

are aligned parallel to the polymer matrix. The 3 mm One solution to this problem is to prevent a strong
cell gap compression during the � lling process bydisplay does not contain many LC droplets that are not
increasing the number of spacers. Alternatively, onein contact with either the ITO or Al layer as compared
could wait until the cell gap is decompressed and stablewith either a 4 mm and even more so, with a 10 mm
before curing the PDLC. For the capillary � lling methoddisplay. First, this explains why the drop in capacitance
a period of 15 min separates the � lling of the displaybetween 35 and 45 ß C is larger for a 3 mm display than
and the curing of the PDLC. This period is su� cient tofor a 4 mm display or even insigni� cant in the case of a
prevent the formation of transparent areas caused by10 mm display. Second, this also explains why the maxi-
the vertical alignment of LC molecules.mum increase in brightness is relatively larger for displays

with smaller cell gaps.
This alignment eŒect explains the deviations from the

5. Conclusiontheoretical model of the hysteresis, the switching times—
In general, the reduction of the cell gap improvesequations (1) and (2)—and the reorientation � eld for

the electro-optic properties of re� ective PDLC displays.cell gaps < 4 mm. These PDLC characteristics depend
However, the smaller the cell gap of the display, theon the alignment of the LC molecules at the interface
larger will be the in� uence of alignment eŒects in the LCwith the polymer matrix [9, 13, 15]. An alignment of
droplets at the interface with the cover glass or thethe LC perpendicular to the interface with the polymer
backplane on the performance of the PDLC. The cellmatrix results in lower hysteresis, higher switching times
gap has to be stable before the PDLC is cured. Otherwiseand a higher reorientation � eld than for an alignment
unwanted transparent areas can appear in the display.parallel to the interface with the polymer matrix.
Silicon based microdisplays are particularly prone to
this problem.

4.2. Vertical alignment of L C molecules
The compression of the cell gap to a value smaller

Filip Bruyneel has a Ph.D. grant sponsored by thethan the spacer diameter (see the table) is caused by
IWT (Flemish Institute for the Promotion of Scienti� ccapillary forces occurring during the � lling of the dis-
and Technological Research in Industry) . The authors

plays. This can also be derived from the fact that the
would like to thank Mr Toru Fujisawa and Mr Masao

sealing glue penetrates the � lled display before curing.
Aizawa of Dainippon Ink & Chemicals for the interesting

The compressed spacers are forcing the cell gap to
discussions on PDLC.
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